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Annex III: FACTUAL BACKGROUND OF THE DISPUTE
The table below summarises the negotiations between the parties:
Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

1.

23/06/2014

The Claimant (consultant) communicates to the Other Party their intention to buy a
LoA to the Joint submission and requests for ‘a LoA price
tonnage
range and a substance sameness specification’.

From Claimant 2

2.

27/06/2014

The Other Party replies that they need to prepare ‘some documents’ and they will
answer ‘as soon as possible’.

3.

17/07/2014

The Claimant requests again information on the LoA, mentioning that they ‘will
have a meeting next week’ and that it ‘would be very important’ to get a quick
response.

4.

18/07/2014

The Other Party responds that they ‘are in process’ and checking ‘the legal situation
for sharing data from third party data owners’. They will answer as soon as
possible, and inform that currently they are the only registrant for this substance.

5.

13/08/2014

The Claimant inquires whether any ‘news from the layer’ [sic].

6.

05/09/2014

The Other Party replies, that they ‘do not have the required news’.

7.

19/10/2014

The Claimant inquires whether there are ‘any news.

8.

15/12/2014

The Other Party sends the draft contract and informs that ‘as discussed on the
phone [they] are not sure if the wording in the contract meets the upcoming
regulation’ and ‘the new frame for the LOA will be available in Spring 2015’.
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Ref. no.

Date

15.

27/01/2015

The Other Party sends attached ‘detailed cost structure’.

16.

03/02/2015

The Claimant requests the SIP for the substance in question.

From Claimant 1

17.

06/02/2015

The Claimant sends the reminder and requests ‘to revert to [them] soon’.

From Claimant 1

18.

11/02/2015

The Other Party provides ‘the requested information’ in the attachment.

To Claimant 1;
attachment is not
provided to ECHA

19.

17/03/2016

The Claimant contacts the Other Party and asks ‘what will be the LoA cost
if one more registrant joins the registration […] i.e. 3
registrants’.

From Claimant 1

22/03/2016

The Other Party responds that after discussion with consultants, they ‘can not
estimate the registration cost for 3 companies without any further information’
because they ‘have to meet the cost sharing requirements described in regulation
2016/9’ and they do not know ‘if a third co‐registrant need all the studys’ [sic].
They ‘estimate that the registration cost for each company will be lower. For a
detailed calculation [they] have to spend money for the consultants’. The Other
Party informs that they are the only registrant at the moment.

21.

28/03/2016

The Claimant informs that they and another potential registrant would like to
register the substance under the tonnage band
and asks for ‘the cost
of the LoA share per registrant’. They also ask for ‘quick response’ due to an
upcoming internal meeting with the where they want to ‘to finalize the registration
of this substance soon’.

From Claimant 1

22.

30/03/2016

The Claimant asks for ‘the detailed break up of LoA calculation mentioned in the
SIEF agreement’, especially about ‘admin costs, dossier costs, data costs (along
with endpoint expenses)’.

From Claimant 1

20.

Content
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Ref. no.

34.

35.

36.

Date

Content

Remark

17/11/2016

The Other Part informs that ‘all future SIEF communication’ will be handled ‘direct
with the consultant’. The Other Party attaches the cost calculation document,
comments that ‘the cost table in the annex of the contract describe the cost
structure in 2013’, and refers to the consultant [hereafter ‘Other Party’] for all
‘further questions’.

21/11/2016

The Other Party sends a list of their data ‘as freely accessible on ECHA webpage’,
and informs that there is a 12 year data protection period for their data under
REACH.
They further inform that they ‘currently do not consider’ making copies of the study
reports available to co-registrants, but offers that the Claimant can review them at
their premises. In addition, they state that there is a cost factor to reduce the price
due to the limited use of the data for REACH only, and that it is currently difficult to
give a precise LoA price due to several ongoing negotiations with potential
registrants, but include a ‘basic’ cost calculation model.
Finally, they ask to not impose deadlines of 5 working days for such complicated
requests in the future.

To Claimant 3
Original in
; own
unofficial
translation.
Only provided by
Other Party

The Other Party resends their message of 21/11/2016 as the Claimant’s email
account rejected their mail.

To Claimant 3
Original in
; own
unofficial
translation.
Only provided by
Other Party

23/11/2016
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

The Claimant finds the LoA cost to be ‘too expensive’ for the tonnage band and
request for ‘justification statement with relevant proof’ for ‘administrative charges
records as
[…], cost duplications in several areas (admin, LoA management and
Loa purchase, …etc.) [and] an (8%) annual increase in dossier price […] to cover
inflation and the loss of return on investment required from the joint submission
partner/s for dossier creation’. The Claimant give the deadline before 6/01/2017
and invites to enter into discussion in the meeting on 12/01/2017.

13/12/2016

The Other Party informs that they will ‘prepare the requested documents’ and
accepts the proposed meeting for future negotiations.

41.

15/12/2016

The Other Party informs that they will provide the requested information and
confirms their attendance of the proposed meeting on 12/01/2017. The Other Party
informs that ‘there are currently (including [the Claimant]) 3 potential coregistrents [sic] with more or less the same claims regarding the cost of a
potential LoA’. They write further that ‘it does not make sense to negotiate on a
bilateral basis with every potential co-registrent [sic] individually, since [they] need
to come to a solution that is acceptable for all involved parties’. Therefore, they
invite ‘the other interested parties to be able to discuss with all stakeholders a
solution to this complex situation’ and, therefore, also to invite those other parties
to their meeting on 12/01/2017.

42.

20/12/2016

The Claimant informs about the meeting venue and requests to provide ‘detailed
feedback on 05.01.17 to [their] information request’, informs that they have
communicated the invitation to join the negotiations to interested parties.

43.

20/12/2016

The Other Party responds they will start inviting other interested parties.

40.
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

Regarding the requested detailed itemisation, they state that the Claimant ‘already
received this information’, highlighting that ‘For each endpoint the corresponding
REACH Annex is mentioned’ and that study costs are based on laboratory invoices
(at 80% of their value ‘for limited access’) or based on Fleischer list prices. They
further state that administrative costs contain ‘handling costs, monitoring,
prepartion [sic] of registration dossier, specific literature search, development of
data waiving, etc.’ and are endpoint-specific. Finally, they inform that their working
time was not recorded per endpoint but only ‘per IUCLID chapter and not per
endpoint’, and therefore they ‘tried to assign costs in a transparent manner by
calculating working time based on weighting the existing information per endpoint’.
The Other Party also informs that there will be changes to the cost sharing model
‘to further clarify the reimbursement mechanism’.
Concerning the administrative costs, they write that this ‘represents the work
needed to manage the project (meetings, general consulting, working time which
cannot be assigned to a single endpoint, etc.), SIEF communication, preparation of
SIEF Agreement, generation of cost tables, etc.’
Finally, they suggest that the remaining questions (on a possible cost duplication
and the 8% annual increase) ‘should be discussed during the meeting’.

50.

51.

09/01/2017

The Other Party shares the list of the attendants for the upcoming meeting and
informs that involved ‘a neutral third party - to prepare minutes of the meeting and
to make sure that competition law is upheld’.

To Claimant 1 on
behalf of the
group Provided by
the Other Party
only

12/01/2017

The meeting takes place in
with the following participant: Claimant 1,
Claimant 2, Claimant 3, their consultants, The Other Party and their consultants.
The main points of the meeting: Presentation by the Other Party on the registration
costs: and the following discussion.

Minutes provided
by the Other Party
only
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

The Claimant disagrees on the administrative costs and is not satisfied by the
justification of the costs, disagrees on the annual increase of 8%.
The Other Party is asking what would be considered ‘as a fair annual cost’ and ‘fair
reduction of the admin costs’ and agrees that ‘looking at the costs from today’s
perspective […] costs are high’.
The Participants agree that potential co-registrants will ‘approach […] with a
proposal as to the admin cots. The 8% yearly increase and possible future costs’,
noticing that they have the different approaches on the two latest points. The Other
Party states, that their ‘goal is a fair solution and a fair agreement’.
The presentation
is provided to
ECHA by the
Other Party

52.

13/01/2017

The Other Party provides the presentation, which was discussed on the meeting in
.

53.

19/01/2017

The Claimant enquires about the minutes from the meeting for their review.

From Claimant 1

54.

24/01/2017

The Other Party’s legal counsel contact the parties who participated in the meeting
and sends them the draft of the minutes for further amendments or modifications,
or if no such – for signing.

Provided by the
Other Party only

55.

24/01/2017

The Other Party’s legal counsel contact the parties second time due to the delivery
failure with the same request, concerning the minutes of the meeting.

Provided by the
Other Party only

56.

24/01/2017

The Claimant’s consultant approves and signs the meeting minutes.

Provided by the
Other Party only

57.

24/01/2017

The Other Party’s legal counsel informs of approval of the minutes by one of the
participants.

Provided by the
Other Party only

58.

01/02/2017

The Claimant provides their comments and amendments to the minutes.

From Claimant 1
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark
Provided by the
Other Party only

59.

60.

61.

10/02/2017

The Other Party provides their comments for the proposed amendments but points
out that ‘a deep discussion on this topic now is actually contraproductive (as it
would take a lot of time away)’ and underlines that they want a fair solution that’s
why they asked the Claimant to provide their proposal on fair costs.
The Other Party inquires about the timeframe for a counter proposal from the
Claimant and mentions their negotiations with another interested party and the
delays of these negotiations due to absence of suitable solution, but does not
reveal the party.

Provided by the
Other Party only

22/02/2017

The Claimant provides their comments to Other Party’s arguments against the
proposed amendments of the meeting minutes, which cover a background,
intentions and involvement of the other interested parties in
The
Claimant expresses their view, that ‘there is no point within the SIEF to keep
participants of the SIEF hidden in front of the other SIEF participants. The only
possibility within REACh to hide identities is by use of a 3rd party agent’ and
remarks that they all should be on the same level.

From Claimant 1
Provided by the
Other Party only

01/03/2017

The Claimant provides the ‘Fair LoA cost assessment for
which
reflects [their] view on what [they] would be ready to pay for the LoA’.
The documents ‘outlines in brief the fair cost of the Letter of Access (LoA) for
joining the Joint Submission’; ‘The total cost assessment is based on best
practises and industry experience with similar projects and substances and is thus
considered as a fair total cost to be shared with the SIEF members by granting
them access by Letter of Access’.
Table 2 contains:
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behalf of the
group Attachment
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

waive’). The Other Party requests to indicate which endpoints exactly were
removed for better understanding of calculation.

63.

64.

13/03/2017

The Other Party responds to the Claimant’s cost proposal. The main objections are
related to the Claimant’s table 2 (see reference 61), which contains no breakdown
of costs ‘down to the specific endpoint where possible’ but uses different cost
blocks, ‘mixing of common costs (e.g. data gap analysis) and endpoint specific
costs (e.g. study monitoring) in one cost block’.
The Other Party writes that ‘Listing costs in such a format neither allows [them] to
meet [their] legal requirements acc. to COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION
(EU) 2016/9, mainly providing endpoint and tonnage band related cost figures for
potential coregistrants [sic] nor gives this format [them] any chance to evaluate
which cost figures provided by [the Other Party] deemed not fair or inappropriate.’
The Other Party finds this ‘listing to be very intransparent [sic], irreproducible and
a step backwards in [their] discussions’.
The Other party requests the Claimant to provide ’in a more detailed and itemized
format [their] general approach to a transparent costsharing [sic] calculation’ and
‘an overview over [The Other Party’s] cost figures with a justification for each
figure, which in [The Claimant’s] impression were not fair or inappropriate’.
The Other Party underlines the importance of this review ‘for all further potential
registrants which are eligible for a full transparent cost calculation in line with the
requirements of Regulation (EU) 2016/9’.

14/03/2017

The Claimant provides the following comments:
1) The Claimant provides information about the data gap analysis, but
emphasises that they will provided a more detailed breakdown only after
receiving a confirmation that the Other Party is ‘offering a price for the LoA
in line with [the Claimant’s] estimates’.
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From Claimant 2
on behalf of the
group; gap
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

2) The Claimant requests a response that their proposal for the LoA of
per registrant ‘are in line with what [the Other Party is] prepared to
charge’ and sets the deadline by 31 March.
3) The Claimant informs that they are ‘compelled to pursue an opt-out
registration’ if the Other Party is not ‘able to achieve a figure close to this’.
4) The Claimant states that they don’t accept that the Other Party does not
want to ‘disclose the other interested potential registrant’, and states that a
4th potential registrant would ‘reduce by 20%’ the LoA cost and therefore is
‘in everyone’s interest’.
65.

15/03/2017

The Other Party’s legal counsel contacts the interested parties regarding the
meeting minutes and provides additional comments.

66.

17/03/2017

The Other Party asks to prolong the deadline for one week until 7/04/2017 as they
have people on holiday and they want ‘to make sure that we check everything with
due diligence’.

67.

20/03/2017

The Claimant replies that they have scheduled meetings and ‘there is nothing new
for consideration’, sets a deadline on 3/04/2017. The Claimant emphasises that
there have been ‘several delays’ already.

68.

22/03/2017

The Other Party informs that they will try to keep the deadline 03/04/2017 but
likely they will not ‘deliver in time’.

69.

22/03/2017

The Claimant repeats his request and deadline 03/04 as reasonable.

From Claimant 2
on behalf of the
group

70.

04/04/2017

The Claimant requires the reply from the Other Party, mentioning that the reply
was anticipated the day before.

From Claimant 2
on behalf of the
group
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Ref. no.

71.

Date

Content

04/04/2017

The Other Party provides their ‘official statement’ to the cost proposal made by the
Claimant on 1/03/2017. The Other Party declines the proposal in ‘its current form’
for the following reasons:
1) The proposal is ‘highly in-transparent and not acceptable’ to the Other
Party, despite the provided by email dated 14/03 data-gap analysis which is
‘not at all in line with the cost sharing proposal provided earlier’;
2) The Claimant declined to provide further details until the Other Party
accepts a proposal
3) The Other Party emphasises that they behaviour of the Claimant is
‘uncooperative and merely focused on pressing [the Other Party] to accept
[…] proposal without even discussing it in further detail’;
4) The Other Party indicates that the opt-out question ‘on certain endpoints is
by no means of interest in this context’ and ‘the related cost for the
concerned endpoint(s) will be subtracted from the LoA calculation base’;
5) The Other Party asserts that the approach of the Claimant is not in line with
what was discussed in the meeting, thus is unfair and non-transparent.
The Other Party claims to be ready to fundamentally re-discuss their cost proposal
and to reduce or take out cost figures ‘when doubted for a good reason’, and to
‘arrive at a new overall cost figure and completely recalculate our Letter of Access
(including all endpoints)’.
However, the Claimant’s proposal ‘is clearly only taking into account [the
Claimant’s] specific situation without even the slightest attempt to come to a
mutual agreement’. Therefore, they find that ‘[the Claimant’s] approach is to a
great extend intransparent [sic] and [they] are obviously not willing to allow
further insights into [their] thought process unless [the Other Party] accept [the
Claimant’s] proposed cost figures’.
They are ‘still prepared to reduce the cost significantly. However, this needs to be
done in accordance with the rules for fair and transparent cost sharing eg.endpoint
specific, balancing the interests of all involved parties’ and they are ‘open to discuss
any detail’ in order to come to an agreement.
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Ref. no.

72.

73.

74.

Date

05/04/2017

Content
The Claimant responds to the Other Party stating they need ‘some feedback […]
before going into great detail of the numbers’.
The Claimant states that there is ‘no real agreement – it is almost three months
since the January meeting’, underlining that their preference has always been to
buy a LoA from the Other Party and they just ‘asked for a reasonable offer’.
The Claimant disagrees on ‘the extremely high numbers that have been discussed
previously’. The Claimant expresses their wish to cooperate but mentions that ‘the
high numbers [the Other Party] have offered to date are forcing [the Claimant] to
look at alternatives’. The Claimant requests the ‘revised outline offer ‐this does not
need to be made in great detail – [they] need a ball‐park figure’.

07/04/2017

The Other Party disagrees with the approach of the Claimant and writes that the
‘cost structure of this registration is quite complex’. Therefore, to provide fair and
transparent cost sharing, they ‘are more or less forced to stay on a detailed level in
[their] discussions’.
The Other Party promises to revise their original proposal, but expresses doubts if
their ‘revised proposal will come close to what was provided [to them] as [the
Claimant’s] perceived fair costs’.
The Other Party indicates two weeks for revising of the proposal and mentions that
the minutes from the January meeting are still not approved by all participants.

07/04/2017

The Claimant responds that ‘costs can be allocated in several different ways’ and
expects that staying ‘on the detailed level […] will not cause any further delay’,
would like to get ‘a ball‐park figure […] since all of the background data remains
unchanged’.
The Claimant asks whether the unrevealed potential registrant is still interested in
the process and aware of the negotiations, if they hold data, and whether the Other
Party is ready to disclose the potential registrant. The Claimant sets the deadline
for response 21/04/2017 at latest.
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Ref. no.

75.

76.

77.

Date

Content

07/04/2017

The Other Party explains that ‘providing a "ballpark" figure is actually not that easy’
because they would need to evaluate each figure in order to decide if it can be left
out or reduced. The Other Party asserts, that if they deviate from ‘this real scenario
(becoming generic […]) without a very good reason behind it, it would become
impossible for [them] to provide a justification of those costs towards other parties
which might be interested in purchasing a LoA in future’.
The Other Party asks if the Claimant could talk to other parties that participated in
the meeting on 12/01/2017 in order to progress the approval of the content of the
minutes, and raises their opposition to the inclusion of ‘a completely new part
which […] was not at all discussed’ during the meeting.

10/04/2017

The Claimant responds that to their understanding, the Other Party had previously
‘indicated in a chance meeting […] that a ball-park figure would be forthcoming by
the weekend just passed’.
The Claimant clarifies that providing ‘the ball-park figure’ would indicate if they are
close to agreement or not, and indicate the new deadline to indicate ‘suitable or
reasonable’ in the Other Party’s view figure by 14/04/2017.

10/04/2017

The Other Party responds that they ‘will not will not provide any "ballpark" figure’
but ‘will provide a fully worked out cost proposal’.
The Other Party assures that they are working on their proposal, ‘even if this is not
what was discussed originally, because in the meeting it was agreed that [the
Claimant’s] side should give a detailed proposal and not "ball park figures"’. The
Other Party asks ‘to stop [the Claimant’s] attempts to put [the Other Party] under
pressure by throwing in all those deadlines [the Claimant] are setting. Forcing [the
Other Party] to rush things at this stage does not in any way help any party
involved’. The Other Party informs that they ‘will provide the reworked cost
proposal’ and reminds about the public Easter holidays, repeats that ‘it will not
happen on such a short notice’.
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Ref. no.

78.

79.

Date

Content

Remark

10/04/2017

The Claimant expresses their disappointment and points out:
1) The Other Party had promised in a meeting by chance on 6/04/2017 ’that a
figure would be forthcoming by the end of last week’.
2) Explains that they have time pressure as well and the Other Party has ‘not
provided a single number’.
3) Questions why it is impossible for the Other Party to provide an approximate
figure in case if the Other Party had intention ‘to reduce the figure
significantly’.
4) Underlines that the meeting took place three months ago and the Other
Party had time to prepare a new proposal.
5) The GAP analysis was provided by the Claimant and they consider ‘there is
more than adequate detail for [The Other Party] to form a judgement about
the basis of cost calculation’.
The Claimant requests ‘to revert with a figure before Easter to avoid further
delays due to holidays’.

From Claimant 2
on behalf of the
group

11/04/2017

The Other Party disagrees with the arguments of the Claimant, pointing out that ‘At
the meeting in
it was agreed that the LoA purchaser side will prepare
aproposal for a LoA calculation’. The Other Party stresses that they ‘presented a
detailed cost overview’ and expected that ‘the counter proposal would at least
address the points where the LoA purchasing side thought that the indicated cost
was unreasonable’. The Other Party states that what they received ‘are some
figures without any information how these figures have been calculated’. The Other
Party explains the delay by the Claimants’ actions: the meeting took place 3
months ago but they received a proposal only on 01/03/2017 and ‘never got any
explanation which [they] asked for’. The Other Party writes that ‘Just throwing in
some figures is easy, to reexamine [sic] such a complex process which was years
ago is something else especially if you want to be exact and do it in a way that
everybody can follow your calculation’. The Other Party stresses that they ‘are
strongly interested in a mutually agreed solution but [they] will not accept to be

Provided only by
the Other Party
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

put under pressure of any kind and do not accept any deadlines from whom so
ever’.

80.

81.

11/04/2017

The Claimant signs the meeting minutes ‘under protest’ and asserts the following:
1) ‘Other parties with proven interest in dossier creation were not contacted during
the process of dossier formation’.
2) ‘In spite of strict rules under REACH and SIEF cooperation, [The Other Party] is
still withholding information of the other party/ies interested in registration. These
need to be disclosed in full since the exchange of information within the SIEF is of
paramount interest to all parties involved.
3) [They] also strongly of the opinion that there is absolutely no justification
whatsoever that other parties should be held financially accountable for the failure
of [The Other Party] to reduce costs by using the knowledge and experience of
others in the dossier creation process whilst undergoing the learning curve
process’.

13/04/2017

The Claimant replies that they find ‘response both alarming and indicative of a lack
of willingness to provide any figures’. The Claimant reminds the timelines that the
counter proposal was sent out to the Other Party on 01/03/2017 and further
requested details [Gap analysis] on the 14/03/2017 however ‘In the month since
then [the Claimant] have not had a single number from [the Other Party]. The
Claimant expresses their opinion that ‘the level of detail of the figures that [The
Other Party] appear to prefer are completely unnecessary to make a judgement if a
close mutually agreeable total figure can be reached’. The Claimant explains that
they ‘are compelled to put pressure and request information in a timely manner
since [The Other Party] have not offered any numbers at all and time moves on’.
The Claimant reminds about the deadline of 14/04/2017 they had set previously.
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Ref. no.

82.

Date

19/04/2017

Content
The Other Party points out that the deadlines provided by the Claimants are
unreasonably short and do not take into consideration the complexity of the process
and time-consuming coordination. Also, the Claimant had taken ‘nearly 2 month’ to
provide their first proposal after their January meeting.
The Other Party points out that the fact of changing the contact person was not
communicated to them in any way and they find it unusual as the recent negotiator
did not participate in the meeting on 12/01/2017 and claims to have no experience
with data and cost sharing. The Other Party provides a revised LoA-calculation, where
1) ‘the yearly price markup has been reduced from 8% to 4%’. The total cost in
and with annual
2013 with only registrant is indicated
increase in 2017 For 2 registrants each, for 3
registrants for 4 registrants , and for
total five registrants (i.e., four additional registrants) –
This is based on:
- ‘endpoint related’ costs
- total ‘common costs (dossier related)’:
- ‘total admin costs’:
2) Registration and SIEF management fee is optional, whether the Claimant
agrees on a fixed fee. If no such agreement, the Other Party will charge based
on the invoice per piece of work or annually.
3) The LoA handling fee
; The Other Party disagrees with the proposal
of
.
4) ‘It was decided that the
not part of the LoA anymore’.
Additionally, the Other Party comments regarding the minutes to the meeting which
took place on 12/01/2017, that they find it not acceptable to add any additional
topics to the minutes, that where not discussed during the actual meeting. They
propose that the Claimant can compile all additional communication, which took place
at any point after the meeting in separate document.
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Ref. no.

Date

Content

Remark

The Claimant provides the link for a template for the SIEF agreement and requests
to proceed further in order to finalise negotiations and avoid ‘any further
unnecessary costs’;
They write that this is agreed by all 3 involved potential registrants, and set the
deadline by 31/05/2017.

87.

12/06/2017

The Claimant informs that ‘unfortunately [they] have not heard anything back from
[…] regarding
[their] final attempt to reach an reasonable agreement on the Letter of Access
(email sent by [the Claimant] on the 25th of May 2017), [the Claimants] hereby
notify [the Other Party] that [they] will commence a formal data sharing dispute by
lodging the dispute at ECHA (European Chemicals Agency)’. The Claimant informs
that as they are no allowed to perform animal tests which have been already
undertaken and submitted by the Other Party, they will ‘necessarily be requesting
access to these animal studies via ECHAs dispute process’.

88.

12/06/2017

The Other Party answers to the dispute note and explains the delay by holidays and
promises to discuss between the Other Party’s involved persons and to reply ‘in the
next days’.

From Claimant 1
on behalf of the
group
Provided only by
Other Party

Provided only by
the Other Party

Note: The negotiations included three potential registrants on the side of the Claimants. Negotiations were conducted both
individually by each potential registrant as well as collectively, i.e., as a group. For those negotiations that were done individually,
there is an indication in the ‘remarks’-column which Claimant company actually sent the message.
Claimant 1 relates to the dispute with reference
Claimant 2 relates to the dispute with reference
Claimant 3 relates to the dispute with reference

Annankatu 18, P.O. Box 400, FI-00121 Helsinki, Finland | Tel. +358 9 686180 | Fax +358 9 68618210 | echa.europa.eu

“ECHA reminds you that following Article 16 of Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001, the
documents attached are subject to copyright protection.”

